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(PSO)﻿ algorithm﻿ are﻿ used﻿ to﻿ select﻿ the﻿ informative﻿ terms﻿ in﻿web﻿ page﻿ using﻿ a﻿ novel﻿ Tags﻿
weighting﻿ scheme﻿and﻿ term﻿ frequency.﻿These﻿ informative﻿ terms﻿with﻿heuristic﻿weight﻿give﻿





of﻿ the﻿paper﻿ is﻿organized﻿as﻿ follows.﻿Section﻿2﻿presents﻿ the﻿ related﻿work﻿and﻿ the﻿proposed﻿
technique﻿is﻿explained﻿in﻿Section﻿3.﻿In﻿Section﻿4,﻿the﻿experimental﻿results﻿are﻿given﻿and﻿we﻿
conclude﻿the﻿paper﻿in﻿the﻿last﻿section.
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2.1 Text Retrieval in IR
Initially,﻿the﻿research﻿on﻿web﻿text﻿retrieval﻿was﻿focused﻿for﻿developing﻿techniques﻿to﻿make﻿use﻿of﻿
information﻿obtained﻿from﻿hyperlinks.﻿Query-independent﻿and﻿Query-dependent﻿are﻿the﻿two﻿categories﻿







proposed﻿ to﻿handle﻿ rich-get﻿ richer﻿problem.﻿This﻿approach﻿considers﻿ the﻿distance﻿between﻿pages﻿







semantics﻿of﻿exclusive﻿ lowest﻿common﻿answer﻿ to﻿ improve﻿result﻿quality﻿ is﻿developed﻿by﻿Xu﻿and﻿
Papakonstantinou﻿(2008).﻿According﻿to﻿the﻿entities﻿in﻿data﻿that﻿are﻿relevant﻿to﻿the﻿search,﻿keywords﻿
are﻿explicitly﻿ inferred﻿ to﻿generate﻿ return﻿nodes﻿ (Liu﻿&﻿Chen,﻿2007).﻿Li﻿et﻿al.﻿ (2008)﻿presented﻿a﻿
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3.1. TAGs-Based Model for Texts
Let﻿us﻿consider﻿that﻿a﻿web﻿contains﻿a﻿large﻿number﻿of﻿web﻿pages,﻿say,﻿WP wp wp wp
WP
= …{ , , }
1 2
.﻿
Each﻿wpi﻿is﻿designed﻿using﻿various﻿Tags﻿TG tg tg tgTG= …{ }1 2, , ﻿and﻿T t t tT= …{ , , }1 2 ﻿are﻿the﻿
set﻿of﻿texts﻿occurred﻿between﻿TG.﻿In﻿our﻿earlier﻿work﻿(Vishnu﻿Priya﻿et﻿al.,﻿2012),﻿the﻿semantics﻿




































1 i T and j WP≤ ≤ ≤ ﻿ (2.1)
f(ti,wpj)﻿of﻿ text﻿ ti﻿ in﻿web﻿page﻿wpj﻿ is﻿defined﻿as﻿the﻿frequency﻿of﻿ ti=1,﻿when﻿ ti﻿appears﻿ in﻿
wpj.﻿Similarly:
Twgt T WP N: × → ﻿
Twgt t wp Twgt if Level lw contains tg where i T
i j lw k
, - , ,( ) = ≤ ≤      1    1 1≤ ≤ ≤ ≤j WP and k TG ﻿ (2.2)
Twgt(ti,wpj)of﻿text﻿ti﻿in﻿web﻿page﻿wpj﻿is﻿defined﻿as﻿the﻿Tag﻿weight﻿of﻿ti= Twgtlw,﻿where﻿tgk﻿is﻿an﻿
associated﻿TAG﻿of﻿ti﻿belongs﻿to﻿the﻿Level-lw﻿and﻿lw=﻿1﻿to﻿4.
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Let﻿I﻿be﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿images﻿exist﻿in﻿WP﻿and﻿its﻿<img>﻿Tags﻿says﻿ I i i i
I
= { }1 2, ,... ,﻿which﻿contains﻿
both﻿attributes﻿IA ia ia ia
IA
= …{ }1 2, , ﻿and﻿texts﻿T t t tT= …{ , , }1 2 .﻿AL = al al al al1 2 3 4, , ,{ } ﻿are﻿four﻿
different﻿levels﻿and﻿WT= {wt1, wt2, wt3, wt4}﻿are﻿weights﻿related﻿to﻿each﻿level.﻿The﻿subset﻿ ′I ﻿given﻿
in﻿Equation﻿(5),﻿extracts﻿all﻿images﻿contain﻿texts:
′ = ( ) ∀ ∈ ( ) ={ } ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤I i wp i I and f t i where x T y I j WPy j y x y, , , , ,   1 1 1 1 ﻿ (5)
where﻿the﻿frequency﻿of﻿each﻿text﻿is﻿defined﻿as:
f T I: ,× → { }1 0 ﻿
f t i














   
   and y I1≤ ≤ ﻿ (6)
A﻿set﻿of﻿texts﻿with﻿its﻿attribute﻿are﻿available﻿at﻿ ′T ﻿from﻿the﻿subset﻿ ′I ﻿is﻿shown﻿in﻿Equation﻿(7):
′ = ( ) ∀ ′ ∈ ∃ ∈ ∃ ∈{T t ia wp I I t s t for each t T some ia IAx z j x x z, , .         }
≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤
,
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Imgwgt t wp f wt where j WP a
























Once﻿the﻿user﻿enters﻿the﻿query﻿ ′ = ′Q q q qQ{ , , }1 2 … ,﻿such﻿that﻿q Qα ∈ ′ ,﻿the﻿mapping﻿will﻿be﻿happened﻿
between﻿ qα ﻿and﻿ itα ,﻿an﻿indexed﻿term﻿in﻿II.﻿Each﻿indexed﻿term﻿holds﻿posting﻿list,﻿say,﻿PLT,﻿which﻿
contain﻿< ′ >wp w fβ α β α β, ,, , .﻿Here,﻿the﻿weight﻿of﻿text﻿exists﻿in﻿TAG﻿represents﻿as﻿wα β, ≥ 0 .﻿If﻿doesn’t﻿











χ α χα β=
( )
′( )










    t qα α≡ ﻿ (11)






























4.1.1. Indexing and Retrieval Phases
Initially,﻿ the﻿ set﻿ of﻿web﻿pages﻿ is﻿ extracted﻿ from﻿ the﻿ collections.﻿The﻿ customization﻿has﻿been﻿
done﻿in﻿the﻿indexing﻿phase﻿of﻿Terrier﻿to﻿extract﻿the﻿TAGs﻿along﻿with﻿the﻿raw﻿texts﻿in﻿the﻿web﻿
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2004,﻿ 2005﻿ and﻿ 2006﻿ TB﻿ tracks.﻿ The﻿WT10G﻿ is﻿ a﻿medium﻿ size﻿ crawl﻿ of﻿ web﻿ document﻿
collections﻿that﻿is﻿used﻿in﻿the﻿TREC9﻿and﻿10﻿web﻿tracks.﻿The﻿topics﻿regard﻿this﻿data﻿set﻿is﻿
451-550.﻿The﻿ClueWeb09﻿is﻿a﻿very﻿large﻿TREC﻿test﻿collection,﻿and﻿is﻿currently﻿the﻿largest﻿
crawl﻿of﻿ the﻿Web.﻿The﻿ category﻿B﻿of﻿ClueWeb09﻿ is﻿ used,﻿ that﻿ contains﻿ about﻿ 50﻿million﻿
English﻿Web﻿pages.﻿ Its﻿associated﻿ topics﻿are﻿constructed﻿ from﻿ three﻿ topic﻿ fields,﻿namely,﻿
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Table 1. Performance metrics for Precision@5











GOV2 701-850 0.281 0.414 0.450 0.582 0.378 0.459 0.381 0.541 0.8534
WT10G 451-550 0.187 0.314 0.413 0.579 0.328 0.514 0.45 0.521 0.7865
ClueWeb09B 50﻿Topics 0.181 0.289 0.303 0.462 0.426 0.443 0.34 0.511 0.7402
UnCont.﻿DB 5-grams 0.150 0.231 0.259 0.383 0.335 0.371 0.47 0.569 0.8973
Table 2. Performance metrics for Precision@10











GOV2 701-850 0.272 0.326 0.338 0.514 0.313 0.211 0.220 0.341 0.7980
WT10G 451-550 0.171 0.311 0.317 0.434 0.351 0.129 0.231 0.412 0.7514
ClueWeb09B 50﻿Topics 0.173 0.225 0.245 0.274 0.213 0.113 0.242 0.472 0.7062
UnCont.﻿DB 5-grams 0.134 0.173 0.218 0.211 0.251 0.218 0.440 0.519 0.8259
Table 3. Performance metrics for mean average precision











GOV2 701-850 0.244 0.305 0.359 0.383 0.212 0.121 0.152 0.311 0.5794
WT10G 451-550 0.186 0.210 0.243 0.340 0.238 0.142 0.161 0.281 0.4648
ClueWeb09B 50﻿Topics 0.174 0.206 0.208 0.329 0.251 0.173 0.154 0.300 0.4316
UnCont.﻿DB 5-grams 0.153 0.183 0.121 0.202 0.254 0.154 0.148 0.292 0.5925
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against﻿ five﻿baseline﻿ function﻿using﻿renowned﻿benchmark﻿collections.﻿ It﻿ found﻿ that﻿ the﻿proposed﻿
approach﻿achieves﻿maximum﻿90%﻿precision﻿for﻿the﻿batch﻿queries.
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